This paper considers sexual macrobiotic techniques of ancient China in their cultural and religious milieu, focusing on the text known as Secret Instructions ofthe Jade Bedchamber, which explains how the Spirit Mother of the West, originally an ordinary human being like anyone else, devoured the life force of numerous young boys by copulating with them, and thereby transformed herself into a famed goddess. Although many previous studies of Chinese sexuality have highlighted such methods (the noted historian R.H. van Gulik was the first to refer to them as 'sexual vampirism'), it has rarely been asked why learned and intelligent people of the past took them seriously. The inquiry here, by considering some of the most common ancient criticisms of these practices, concludes that practitioners did not regard decay as an inescapable characteristic of matter; consequently it was widely believed that, if the cosmic processes were correctly understood, one could devise techniques that may forestall senectitude indefinitely.
(fangzhong shu M^^tfi) genre and recommend a procedure branded in modern times as 'sexual vampirism'.Â ll human beings were thought to be made up of qi M., the basic substance of the universe, which men and women discharge in a particularly concentrated form {called jing ffl, 'quintessence' or 'refined essence') at the moment of orgasm. (For men,/ing was conceived as semen, for women, vaginal secretions.) Proponents of the bedchamber techniques theorized that if one could suck up the genital fluids of one's partner during sexual intercourse without releasing any fluids of one's own, one would emerge from the encounter with an increased store of qi -at the direct expense, of course, of the partner, who would eventually waste away and die if the technique were performed on her repeatedly. (For this reason a practitioner is counseled to acquire a large gynaeceum of young virgins who, it is assumed, have not yet suffered many enervating emissions.) The purpose of the bedchamber manuals, then, is to reveal how to induce copious orgasm in one's sex-partners while preventing the leakage of one's own vital liquids.Î nasmuch as the Secret Instructions cast the typical victim of this sort of depredation as an innocent and gullible girl, the intended reader is clearly male.3 At one juncture, however, the text considers the possibility that women could employ these methods just as easily as men, appending a memorable example. We read in Ishimpo:
properly true of yin. The Spirit Mother of the West is one who attained the Way by nourishing yin. As soon as she copulated with a male, the male would immediately suffer illness, whereas her visage would become radiant and lush-even without make-up. She often ate curds and plucked her five-stringed lute. By this means, she harmonized her heart and stabilized her intentions, so that she had no other desire.' It is also said: The Spirit Mother has no husband; she enjoys copulating with young boys. For this reason, [her methods] must not be taught to the world. For why would only the Spirit Mother act like this?T he Spirit Mother of the West is Xi wangmu, the goddess of immortality herself, whose title is more commonly (but wrongly) translated in Western writings as 'Queen Mother of the West' .^ The logic of this passage is not hard to follow: if men can attain immortality by consuming the qi of their sex partners while conserving their own yang essences, women should be able to attain the same results by consuming the qi of male sex partners while conserving their own yin essences. The section ends on a note of warning: Be careful not to make these arcane techniques known to the world, gentlemen, lest women of the rank and file emulate their patroness and tap their husbands' qi reservoirs for an endless life of yoghurt, lute music, and orgies with sustentative boys.V eith, and Robert H. Geertsma, The Essentials of Medicine in Ancient China and Japan: Yasuyori Tamba's Ishimpo (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1986), II, p. 151 n.l, observe this, but refer to the wrong section of Laozi.
5. All translations of primary sources are my own. I follow the text as presented in the appendix to Li Ling, Zhongguo fangshu kao (rev. edn; Beijing: Dongfang, 2000), p. 515 ( § § 5 and 6). Good editions of Ishimpo are not easy to come by. Zhai Shuangqing (main ed.), Yixinfang (Beijing: Huaxia, 1993 This representation of the Spirit Mother of the West contrasts starkly with her conventional image. It is telling that only one modern study of the goddess, as far as I know, even mentions this tale;^ instead, most tend to focus on her Westerri abode, her role in millenarian movements, and the possible astronomical underpirmings of her myth.^ (Part of the reason for this silence may be that the Secret Instructions are still relatively obscure, but mostly it is just a reflection of how reluctant Smologists have been to deal with texts that refer explicitly to sex.) Similarly, there are mariy primary sources contaming hagiographical material about the Spirit Mother, but Secret Instructions ofthe Jade Bedchamber is the only one to allege that her immortality was eamed on the jade couch. For example, the most commonly cited accourit, by Du Guangtmg tt3t0 (850-933), asserts that she was erigendered by the dao itself and soared up to the heavens at the moment of birth. Du acknowledges her femininity-he places her biography in a collection that includes only female immortals -stating more than once that she governs yin essence; not surprisingly, however, he declines to associate this concept with bedchamber techniques. Instead, he places the Spirit Mother within the bureaucratized otherworld characteristic of orthodox Daoism.^" Why do the Secret Instructions fail to refer to these other conceptions of the Spirit Mother's divinity? There are a few interrelated answers. First, though the precise date of the Secret Instructions is not clear, it probably lies sometime during the Han dynasty (206 BC-AD 220), long before standardized biographies of the Spirit Mother like that of Du Guangting existed. But however old the Secret Instructions might be, the text still cannot match the antiquity of the Biography ofMu, Son of Heaven {Mu tianzi zhuan ^^^®), where she is already depicted as a goddess dwelling in the remote West, charming but chaste, entertaining King Mu with feasts and songs.^^ One detects, therefore, a note of irreverence in the Secret Instructions. The reader is expected to know the more straitlaced traditions concerning the Spirit Mother, and to be startled by this altemative account of her as a vampire.
But it would be a mistake to dismiss this passage as a scurrilous joke. The tone of the Secret Instructions is not jocular; on the contrary, the text relates the benefits and dangers of sucking other peoples' qi with pure sobriety. Moreover, its remarks on the Spirit Mother engage some of the most basic themes in early Chinese religion. Specifically, this account of the Spirit Mother's apotheosis is radically (1) amoral, (2) non-Daoist, and (3) this-worldly.i2
(1) It is amoral because there is no suggestion that the Spirit Mother attained her divinity on account of moral excellence or virtuous conduct. Rather, every indication is that the Spirit Mother was originally an ordinary girl just like anyone else, but was able to harness the extraordinary power afforded by the bedchamber techniques. As the admonitory coda emphasizes, it is the techniques that are extraordinary, not the Spirit Mother, for any other woman privy to the same knowledge could be expected to employ it to the same effect. Practicing the bedchamber techniques is like quaffing the right elixir: as long as the medicine is There have always been genuine cases of people who ascended to Heaven in broad daylight. Their natures were good and their minds naturally possessed brightness. If they wavered, they admonished themselves so as not to incline toward evil. They disregarded anything pertaining to lucre and profit; their clothes were coarse, scarcely sufficient to cover their bodies. This was the conduct of people who ascended to Heaven in broad daylight. Heaven reckoned their goodness good, and ordered good spirits to accompany and protect them lest they come upon evil. The heavenly spirits cherished them and completed their works. For it was their own conduct that brought this about; such people never hankered after the vulgar custom of profit-seeking.^Ê lsewhere in the Scripture of Great Peace, the figure of the Celestial Master {tianshi ^6if) agrees with an unnamed disciple (called zhenren MX, 'True Man')^^ that certain drugs may confer immortality, but this 13. Consider the well-known story of a huckster who claims to bring an herb of immortality to a certain king's court. When a palace functionary hears about this, he snatches the medicine and swallows it. This occasions a serious dilemma for the sovereign: if he should overlook the crime, he would be condoning theft, but if he should execute the underling, he would simultaneously prove that the herb was a fraud and that his court has been infiltrated by quacksalvers. The Way teaches human beings to congeal their essence and make spirits. In the present generation there are those who practice counterfeit arts and slyly call them the Way, teaching by means of the texts of the Yellow Emperor, the Dark Maiden, Master Gong, and Rongcheng. When engaged with a woman, they do not ejaculate, but think they can circulate their essence [through their bodies] and cause it to fortify their brains. But because their mind and spirit are not at one [with the Way], they lose what they try to preserve; though they store up their pleasure, they cannot treasure it ^Ĥ aving treated the bedchamber manuals for so long as manifestations of 'early Daoism,'^^ some scholars may be surprised to read that the Still, the issue is worth belaboring because it is not simply one of terminology. The genius of religious Daoism was to propose a grand otherworldly bureaucracy staffed by spirits, which was modeled on the mundane bureaucracy of the Han empire but, as a supernatural admiiustration, was taken to be more potent and more just. Disease was rationalized as the product of demons {zhugui ^^, 'ghosts of infestation') dispatched by spirit clerks in order to punish evil-doers (or their relatives). The only way to avoid such misery was to work within the bureaucratic structure: to be recognized by the cerulean government as extraordinarily virtuous, and hence worthy of an appointment; or, if one's good deeds had somehow gone unnoticed, to petition the bureaucracy and plead that one's suffering was undeserved. What made Daoism a social phenomenon, and not a just an elaborate figment, was the conviction that these petitions to the otherworld would be summarily discarded if presented by someone without proper standing. This condition allowed ordained Daoist priests to earn their bread by serving as authorized a corpse) in a tomb, along with a memorial to the otherworldly bureaucrat falsely announcing that this is the cozener's own body. In this way his name is transferred from the registers of the living to the registers of the dead, and the duped thanatic demons leave him alone.^'' (3) Whereas Daoists must believe that the cosmic order is decreed by Heaven and maintained by its daemonic functionaries, the universe of Secret Instructions of the Jade Bedchamber presupposes no Prime Mover and no otherworldly superintendents to grease the cosmic wheels. It is a universe in which all that exists is qi in various degrees of concentration, and while most conglomerations of qi naturally dissipate or decompose, under special circumstances a body of qi might perdure indefinitely. Decay, in other words, is not an essential attribute of existence.
In comparison with other religious traditions, this is the most peculiar and important aspect of our text. This-worldly immortality is so commonplace in ancient China that specialist readers take examples like the Secret Instructions in stride, but it may be productive to pause and consider the notion in world-historical perspective. In ancient Greece, for example, this-worldly immortality not only is unattested, but verges on antilogy.^^ All immortals are gods; all gods are immortals;^^ and if previously mortal beings ever do become immortal, then it is always the case that they either have a divine parent (as in the case of Herakles) or are rendered immortal by the preternatural abilities of the gods (Arakhne 27. The most thorough study of shijie (in any language) is now Ursula-Angeiika Cedzich, 'Corpse Deliverance, Substitute Bodies, Name Change, and There are, no doubt, many reasons why this-worldly immortality was allowed in ancient China -at least in certain circles-but the most promising line of analysis has to do with the denial that decay is inevitable. For this is exactly the premise that coevals of the Secret Instructions attacked when they wished to discredit the idea.^" Some of the most admired criticisms come from Wang Chong 3E3t (AD 27-c. 100), an intellectual maverick acclaimed long after his death as China's clarion voice of common sense. At the end of a harangue entitled 'Misconceptions about the Way' ('Daoxu' MM), Wang writes:
Some masters of the Way suppose they can ingest medicinal substances to quicken their bodies and augment their qi, extending their years and transcending this world. This is also a misconception.
There surely is evidence that one might ingest medicinal substances to quicken one's body and augment one's qi. But there is no effective means in the world to extend one's years and transcend the world. The many medicines cure disease; when the disease is cured, the qi is restored, and the body is quickened. The body is naturally quick and the qi naturally hardy by virtue of the endowment of all human beings. When we are struck by wind and moisture, the many diseases harm us, and thus our bodies become languid and our qi feeble. If we ingest n:\edicine, our body and qi return to their former state. For it is not that our qi is originally feeble and our bodies originally languid; we just obtain our medicine to make our qi hardy and our bodies quick. When we receive [our body and qi], they already have [these qualities]. How, therefore, could one extend one's years by ingesting medicinal substances, which dispel the many diseases by making the body quick and the qi hardy, returning them to their original nature?
As for transcending the world-among the creatures with blood vessels, there is not one that does not live; and there is nothing that lives that does not die. One knows that it will die from the fact that it is alive. Heaven and Earth are not alive; thus they will not die. Yin and yang [the two complementary aspects of qi] are not alive; thus they will not die. Death is the consequence of life; life is the evidence of death. Whatever has a beginning must have an end; whatever has an end must have a beginning. Only something with no beginning or end can live eternally without death.
The life of human beings is like water. Water congeals to form ice as qi is accumulated to form a human being. Ice lasts at most a single winter, and 30. Cf. Benjamin Penny, 'Immortality and Transcendence,' in Kohn, Daoism Handbook, p. 112; and Yii, 'Life and Immortality in the Mind of Han China,' pp. 109-11. then it melts; human beings reach their limit within a hundred years, and then they die. Can human beings be made not to die as if ice could be made not to melt? All those who study the techniques of immortality and recipes to forestall death must fall short, just as one cannot prevent ice from melting in the 'Ĥ ere Wang Chong adopts two argumentative strategies that were widely imitated.^^ First, he concedes that medicines do have an effect, but grants this point only in order to defuse the more extravagant pretensions of immortalism: what medicines accomplish, in his view^, is no more than the restoration of one's damaged physical substance to its original healthy state; they cannot augment the physical substance beyond its original endowment. Then Wang Chong proceeds to his second proposition, which is akin to our law of the conservation of matter: qi itself is indestructible (a massive assertion conveyed in the simple statement that yin and yang are not alive and do not die -which also implies that qi is volitionless), but living things, as transitory combinations of qi, must eventually decompose.^^ Inanimate substances like Heaven and Earth might last forever, but no living being, human or divine, can copulate with boys in perpetuity.^* If people encounter some pathogen, injury, or illness and do not meet with a nurse or fine doctor, sometimes they are forced to die. When they die [in this way], their muscles, flesh, sinews, and bones are like a flame that has inclined toward a piercing wind and is not rescued or protected; they are extinguished even though there is flesh to spare and the torch is still long.' Later one evening I was with Boshi;^* we lit a flame in some tallow and sat down to talk. When the tallow in the brazier was used up, the wick, scorched bare, was about to go out. I used this to explain [my opinion] to find in these texts any passage documenting specifically 'the method of copulating with five women at a time,' but such statements as 'The essence of the method lies in frequently mounting young girls but not often leaking semen' (Li Ling, Zhongguo fangshu kao, p. 510) are typical. The Secret Instructions echo this idea: 'The Daoist Master of the Green Ox said: "If you often change women, the benefits will be even greater; changing off among ten or more women in one night is especially fine. If you constantly mount the same woman, her refined qi will turn weak; she will not be of much benefit to anyone, and moreover it will emaciate her and give her aches"' (Li Ling, Zhongguo fangshu kao, p. 514).
35. Boshi said: 'When a brazier or candle is going to expire, one can put in more tallow or change the candle. When people age and decay, they can either let themselves succumb or carry on. ' I replied: 'People are endowed with bodies and live just like that brazier or a single candle: when it comes to its end, how can it replenish or exchange itself? The replenishing and exchanging occur through the agency of a human being. It might be through the agency of Heaven that people succumb; or perhaps Heaven can effect something unusual.'''' If one's muscles, bones, blood, and qi are full and strong, one's body and spirit wiU be supported and will subsist for a long time; and if they are bad, they will be broken and injured-just as a flame will [burn out] quickly or slowly depending on the quantity of the tallow and the length of the candle. If you want the brazier and candle to replenish or exchange themselves, they cannot, but if you collect the tallow on the sides so that it soaks the tip [of the wick], and turn and adjust the rush or the candle so that the flame rests safely, then it will always become bright again. But when the foundation is used up, there is no longer any way to light it. Now as for those who cultivate their endowment-some may be able to make their lost teeth grow again, or their white hair turn black, or their cheeks radiate, just as one can collect the tallow and adjust the wick. But when they come to the end of their longevity, they can only die. At the time, there was an old elm tree in the courtyard. Junshan pointed to it and said: 'This tree has no emotions to be curbed, nor ears or eyes to be shut, but it will still wither and rot. When Zijun says that one can avoid decay and degeneration, he is speaking nonsense.'^T here is one important difference between Huan Tan's position and Wang Chong's: Huan seems to allow for the possibility that Heaven 37. This line is opaque and could be punctuated in several different ways. 38. Seng You fife (445-518), Hongmingji (Taisho shinshu daizokyo Ln.21O2), 5.29a-c. Compare the fine translation of Pokora, § 84.
39. Daoxuan Mm (596-667), GuangHongmingji (Taisho shinshu daizokyo Ln.21O3), 5.118c-119a. Compare the translation in Donald Holzman, 'Ts'ao Chih and the Immortals,' Asia Major (third series) 1.1 (1988), p. 17, with unpersuasive interpretation. In Holzman's analysis, everyone is either a 'Confucian' or a 'Taoist,' and Cao's complex and conflicting utterances regarding immortality are defused by supposing that he simply 'mellowed' (25 and 27) over time. Finally, Holzman's principal criteria for determining the authenticity of a disputed text are its literary merit and acceptance by esteemed gentlemen (e.g., 56); these are old-fashioned Sinological fallacies. might be disposed to increase our store of life, just as a human being can add more tallow to a brazier or replace a dying candle with a new one. But he does not go into any detail as to how or why Heaven might bless us in this manner, and the second quote brusquely rules out the familiar hope that immortality might be our celestial reward for righteous conduct. Wang Chong, for his part, denies that Heaven is even alive, and hence repudiates the venerable anthropopathic notion that Heaven enforces its will in the human arena. But otherwise Huan and Wang share the same general attitude,*" and, for all their vivid imagery, there is every reason to assume that they were only expressing what most Chinese people had always believed: immortality cannot be attained without some kind of supramundane intervention. (The tendency to categorize such views as 'Confucian'*^ is therefore misguided; after all, Wang Chong is renowned for being one of the few thinkers in pre-modern China to criticize Confucius directly.)*^ If such skeptical voices became more audible in the first centuries AD, it was precisely because the conventional outlook was being questioned, even among the solemn literati, as never before.*' Why would anyone have begun to doubt that decay is an intrinsic attribute of life and thereby earn the ire of Huan Tan and Wang Chong in the first place? Some of the best source-material for this question comes from the Inner Chapters F*>1© of the Zhuangzi S"?, which argue that our ingrained understanding of the world has been distorted by socialization.** If we were to cast off this stultifying dross, we would be cognizant of all kinds of natural phenomena that appear as nothing short of miraculous to the unenlightened.
Jianwu inquired of Lianshu,*^ saying: 'I heard Jieyu say something great but irrational; it wandered off and never came back. I was alarmed and frightened by his words, which were boundless like the Milky Way. They were too far-flung; there was nothing near to the experience of human beings in them. ' Lianshu said: 'What was he talking about?' 'He said: "There is a Spirit Man who dwells on the remote mountain of Guye. His flesh and skin are like ice or snow, and he is as graceful as a maiden. He does not eat of the Five Cereals; he breathes in the wind and drinks dew. He uses cloudy qi as his chariot, drives a flying dragon, and wanders beyond the Four Seas. With his spirit concentrated, he causes creatures to be without defect or disease, and the grain to ripen." I thought this was mad and did not believe him. ' Lianshu said: 'It is so. The blind have nothing with which to share in the vision of patterns and ornaments, nor the deaf in the soimd of bells and drums. Is it only in the body that there is blindness and deafness? They exist in knowledge too. This statement refers to you!*^ Such a man, with such inner power, fuses with the Myriad Things and becomes one with them. Society begs for organization.*'^ Why would he toil at this and make the world his affair? There is nothing that harms such a man. If there were a great flood reaching Heaven, he would not drown, nor would he be burned by a drought so great that it would melt metal or stone and scorch the mountains of Earth. One could cast a [Sage King like] Yao or Shun even from his dust and chaff. Why would he be willing to make [worldly] things his affair?'*4
We are not told precisely how Jieyu's Spirit Man attamed his exalted state, but the text offers some important hints. The first is that 'he does not eat of the Five Cereals.''*^ In later hagiographical literature, this attribute is meant literally: abstaining from grain becomes a hallmark of the insouciant immortal. In the Zhuangzi, however, it is best understood as a symbol of the Spirit Man's unwillingness to profit from domestication; for by taking this easier path, he would only domesticate himself. Instead, he seeks purer nourishment in wild and untamed nature. In ancient China -the epitome of agrarian society -refusing to eat cereals would be tantamount to rejecting the entire human economy.^'' To the mind of a peasant, this would be mad self-destruction, but the Spirit Man, far from being handicapped by forgoing the fruits of civilization, is rendered immune to the corrupting forces of civil society. Whereas men like Jianwu, with their narrow horizons, are as good as blind and deaf, the awesome denizen of Mount Guye owns no worldly things, but travels to heights and distances that the masses cannot imagine.^T he detail that extreme temperatures and environments cannot harm the Spirit Man is repeated in similar descriptions.
The Ultimate Man is like a spirit! The great marshes may blaze, but they cannot bum him; the rivers may freeze, but they cannot chill him. A flash of lightning may crack the mountains and blowing winds may shake the oceans, but they cannot startle him. Someone like this uses cloudy qi as his chariot, rides astride the sun and moon, and wanders beyond the four seas. Death and life cause no change in him, much less the cusps of profit and loss!^T his passage is the culmination of a dialogue in Chapter 2 of the Zhuangzi, 'The Discourse on Making Things Equal' ('Qiwu lun' ^^Wi), in which 'discrimination' {Man Wt) is singled out as a characteristic of people who are bonded to their finite perspectives and cannot view the world in its multifarious totality. Absolute standards are necessarily artificial. Whether a sensation is apperceived as 'hot' or 'cold' depends on one's frame of reference; the Spirit Man, who takes the whole universe as his frame of reference, is unencumbered by such distinctions. He retains his integrity in the face of drastic stimuli because he refuses to discriminate between phenomena that moribund society regards as polar opposites. But the magic that the Spirit Man appears to have mastered by transcending dichotomies is really as natural as any other human activity; like the Spirit Mother's sexual techniques, it is accessible to anyone who makes the effort to discover it. What is unnatural is our confined and rapacious way of life. One price we pay for husbandry and profiteering is losing the ability to ride on cloudy qi and soar unscathed over blazing marshes.
The other cost is our health. Nothing is more dangerous than to be useful, especially in a commercial sense. (As Jieyu himself is said to announce, 'Everyone knows the use of usefulness, but no one knows the use of uselessness.')^^ A tree with valuable timber is the first to be felled; an able-bodied subject is the first to be called upon for wearying coroee.^* Only creatures that have no palpable economic value live out their nattiral lives. These themes are exemplified in many stories and parables. One of the most illustrative involves Carpenter Shi: (by all appearances a late chapter), appears to borrow this idea: 'If there are five awls, one will be the sharpest, and the sharpest is surely the first to be worn down. If there are five blades, one will be the keenest, and the keenest is surely the first to be blunted. In this way the sweetest well soon runs dry; the loftiest tree is soon felled; the numinous tortoise is soon broiled, the divine snake is soon destroyed.' (The 'numinous tortoise' almost certainly refers to an oracle bone; commentators opine that the 'divine snake' is also used in divination rites.) Carpenter Shi was going to Qi when he came to Quyuan and saw a cork oak that served as a shrine to the god of soil. It was so large that it would cover several thousand oxen. Measured by tape, it was a hundred spans around. It was so high that it looked down on the mountains. Only twentyfive yards up did it have any branches, and there were more than ten of them that could have been made into boats. People gathered to gaze at it as though at a market, but the carpenter did not even turn to look; he kept walking without a halt. When his disciple had gotten tired of gazing at it, he ran up to Carpenter Shi, and said: 'For as long as I have wielded my hatchet and followed you, master, I have never seen timber this beautiful. Yet you were unwilling to look at it; you walked without halting. Why was that? ' [The carpenter] said: 'Enough! Do not speak of it! It is unsound wood. If you made a boat out of it, it would sink; if you made a coffin out of it, it would soon rot; if you made a bowl out of it, it would soon break; if you made a door out of it, it would ooze sap; if you made a pillar out of it, it would be infested with worms. This is a tree with bad timber. It has no use; that is why it has been able to live so long. ' When Carpenter Shi had arrived back home, the cork-oak shrine appeared to him in a dream, saying: 'What are you comparing me with? Would you compare me with fine-grained trees? The fructiferous kindcherry-apple, pear, orange, pomelo-are stripped when their fruit ripens, and, stripped, they are abused. Their larger branches are broken, their smaller branches snapped off. These are trees that make their lives bitter through their own abilities; thus they do not live out their Heavenordained years, but always die halfway down their path. They have let themselves be assailed by the vulgar rabble. All things are like this. I, on the other hand, have been Ln search of uselessness for a long time; now, near death, I have attained it, and it has been of great use to me. If you made me useful, how would I get to be this big? Moreover, you and I are both things; what is the use of our treating each other as things? You, an unsound man nearing death-how can you know unsound wood?' Carpenter Shi awoke and reported his dream. His disciple said: 'If its intention is to secure uselessness, why has it become a shrine?' 'Silence! Do not speak! It has only consigned itself there because it regards those who do not understand it as an affliction. If it did not become a shrine, it would be in jeopardy of being cut down. Moreover, the manner in which it has protected itself is out of the ordinary; if we should explain it by conventional principles, would we not be wide of the mark?'^T he cork oak, though exceptional, is obviously not immortal because it freely admits that its own end is near. Is the Spirit Man encountered earlier likewise subject to death in the end? This is a matter of consider- able dispute. For the most part, the Zhuangzi looks askance at the macrobiotic exercises of soi-disant masters:
They blow and breathe, inhale and exhale, expectorate the old and take in the new, do the 'bear-climb' and 'bird-stretch'; they pursue longevity and nothing more-these are the masters of gymnastics, the nurturers of the body, devotees of the longevity of Progenitor ^Ĉ linging to life betrays an inability to recognize that life and death are interdependent: 'We live while we die; we die while we live.'^^ Thus the Zhuangzi typically counsels accepting death with equanimity.^^ Only by acquiescing in death can one transcend the ignorant human dread of it.
But such nuances did not always matter to enthusiastic practitioners, and the received text even includes two or three passages prizing physical immortality -spurious additions, in the judgment of modern scholars.^^ When the Laozi and Zhuangzi emerged as the cynosure of highbrow taste in the Latter Han and Six Dynasties, their names became synonymous with marvelous longevity, regardless of the inconvenient fact that the texts did not propound a doctrine of immortality.^" We have already seen Huan Tan's friend Du Fang long for everlasting youth as he leafed through the Daode jing, even though the ultimate goal in this scripture is' to die without being obliterated' {si erhu ivang ^M^tl): to set aside aspirations of immortality and merge one's soul with the timeless As stated above, sexual vampirism was never conceived as the only possible method of attaining this-worldly immortality in China; there is also a vibrant macrobiotic literature involving alchemy, dietary regimens, gymnastics, meditation-even swallowing saliva.^^ Nevertheless, sexual intercourse (of the predatory nature related in such texts as the Secret Instructions ofthe Jade Bedchamber) constituted a prominent sub-category of such macrobiotic techniques, and it is worth emphasizing, by way of closing, two basic aspects of the Chinese conception of sexuality that made this possible. After all, the idea that one may copulate all the way to immortality will surely seem unusual, perhaps even bizarre, to readers accustomed to different sexual and theological traditions.
First, though the point is sometimes overwrought, it bears repeating that sex was not considered sinful in ancient China. To be sure, various powers, whether for moral, legal, political, or religious reasons, sought to limit the permissible partners and locations for sexual intercourse.^' Injunctions relating to incest and adultery are the main examples of the former; the latter include prohibitions against sex in sacred precincts; in front of one's parents; or, in certain Daoist scriptures, outdoors (where one's nakedness would offend the fastidious spirits).^ But sexual desire and sexual activity -especially if not 'immoderate' {yin yS/JS)-were never laden with anything like a Christian conception of sin. As long as the partners were not morally or legally forbidden to cohabit with each other, they were free to practice, and desire pleasure from, whatever form of sex they desired. This attitude allowed anyone with sufficient means (and, in practice, this usually meant wealthy males) to regard the consumption of legal sexual partners for nutritive purposes as no more or less objectionable than the consumption of food or medicine.
Finally, one can hardly fail to notice the thorough materialism of this worldview. People, like all other physical things, are containers of qi, which can naturally be manipulated and consumed for one's own benefit if one knows how to do so. Manuals like the Secret Instructions frequently remind the reader that an incorrect or excessive application of its techniques can result in the death, or at least decrepitude, of the victims. But the purpose of these warnings is to keep the practitioner from ruining a useful possession; they are by no means voiced out of concern for the concubines themselves, or with the presumption that the willful destruction of human life is a fundamentally immoral act. Many people in ancient China were repulsed by the view that humans are no more than aggregations of qi, and it is understandable that the bitterest criticisms of sexual vampirism emerged from traditions, like religious Daoism, with a conception of morality that could not be contained within a purely materialistic cosmology. eighteenth century, and its radical reorientation in the Qing dynasty. I discuss the underpinnings of sexual regulations in early imperial times in 
